Geological Uncertainty
Quantitative methods for handling basin evolution problems have burgeoned in the last few years, as attested to by the volume of literature. The advent of fast computers has helped this growth; problems that used to take hours or days on PC 486 level machines, now take minutes to hours on Sun Sparc 10 level machines, thereby enabling rapid turn-around and improving the potential for investigation of many possible scenarios for evolution of a basin. And yet we find ourselves in a more uncertain state than, say, five years ago. The points are three-fold: (i) no matter what we do, observations of sedimentary basins are made only at the present time. Somehow inferences concerning paleo-development must be coaxed out of presentday imprecise information; (ii) no matter what we do, it is a fact that some model (or models) of particular facets of basin development must be invoked. These models must honour not only geological, geophysical and geochemical data at the present-day, but must also be capable of providing the required paleo-evolution; (iii) no matter what we do, the paleo-evolution determined in some manner from a model will carry with it the assumptions of the model, the parameters of the model, and the consequences of limited data, non-uniformly sampled data, and inaccuracies of data. As a result the modelled paleo-evolution is not unique, is not precise, is not perfectly resolved, and is sensitive (to varying degrees) to the assumptions made, parameters used, and data incorporated. Such factors must be quantified in order to evaluate elements of risk and uncertainty in reconstructed paleo-evolution scenarios.
Quantitative procedures for constructing models for different components of basinal evolution, from which combined dynamical, thermal and hydrocarbon histories can be constructed, are relatively well developed. And attention is also being paid to the parameter values that are needed in order for each model to operate. But what is not so clear is the extent to which model developers are able, or ready, to admit that their models have basic assumptions, have basic boundary and initial conditions that must be specified, have basic equations of state specifying connections between processes as diversified as hydrocarbon generation from kerogen, compaction and permeability-porosity empirical relations, basement motion be it from isostacy (a favourite assumption because it is simple to implement) or from flexure or viscoelastic models,. And all such components of models have parameters that need to be specified, making the job of predicting the locations and amounts of hydrocarbons reservoired less than unequivocal. Clearly, a major concern is to assess the accuracy, or lack thereof, of each such model proposed as representing the geological evolution of a basin.
The concern in this volume is with uncertainty and risk. Two extreme view-points can be taken: paleo-uncertainty can be considered as leading to the inability to determine factors of interest; or one can use the knowledge of the degree of uncertainty of paleo-evolution to provide a probabilistic assessment of a range of answers. Clearly, the philosophy in a quantitative basin analysis mode of operation must be to ascertain what can be obtained without equivocation; what can be determined with an acceptable degree of equivocation (and some definition of "acceptable" must also be provided); and what cannot be determined without further informationand some idea of the amount and types of information needed must also be provided.
From a hydrocarbon exploration perspective, the ability to bracket the time and amount of oil and gas generation in relation to the then existing structural and stratigraphic state of the basin, the ability to bracket the time of hydrocarbon migration (and fraction of hydrocarbons migrated) in the basin in relation to the basin's state at that time, the ability to bracket the accumulation locations and amounts of hydrocarbons, to bracket the capability of retaining hydrocarbons until the present day, and the ability to allow for uncertainties in the dynamical evolution of the basin at each of these stages, are all aspects which require quantification, but which must include the uncertainties as necessary components. Thus, scientific risk and scientific uncertainty factors must be of paramount concern in assessing the hydrocarbon proneness of a basin.
Precisely similar problems have arisen over the years in relation to economic worth predictions, where future inflation rates, future hydrocarbon prices, future development costs, etc., are all unknown. In each case considered, there is usually some economic model invoked to account for how one anticipates producing any reserves with time and also how one estimates a future prediction of selling price and/ or hedge. There is also usually some estimate given of the gas to oil ratio and the likely occurrence of satellite fields. Inflation is also usually modelled in some way, as are corporate costs and discount factors. But again such models suffer from the same problems as scientific modelsthere is uncertainty on the assumptions made, on the model parameters, and on the connections between estimated reserves producible and costs of production per barrel. In that arena the ability to provide expected values, and ranges of uncertainties for the expected values, has been well developed based on different economic projection and prediction models, each of which contains its own assumptions, its own parameters and is beholden to past and present-day data. Crudely put: the tools that economic models use to make predictions with present-day economic data can be carried over, nearly wholesale, to scientific retrodiction with present-day scientific data.
As in the economic theatre, where models are tested for accuracy, reproducibility and ability to account for known data prior to being used in a forecast mode (and the limitations, strengths and weaknesses of each model are then determined) so, too, in the realm of quantitative basin analysis the models must be subjected to the same level of scrutiny and rigor prior to being used to evaluate the hydrocarbon proneness of a basin.
The aim is to determine the extent to which one could be uncertain in assessment of a basin, rather than to categorically declare how correct a given assessment of a basin must be. To paraphrase the legendary Joe Warren: "Tell me how wrong you could be, not how right you want to be".
The structure of the special issue is as follows. The first two papers, one from France and one from Japan, illustrate how to handle quantitatively a variety of geological, geophysical and/or geochemical problems related to carbonate developments with time for different classes of reservoirs and with different processes in operation, and using methods for determining uncertainties of results based upon information to hand. The purpose of here is to illustrate the degree to which various aspects of basin analysis models are sensitive to assumptions made, the parameters used, and the data available. The aim is to illustrate how the models are constructed, how they operate technically, and how geologic data determine, or limit, the ability to be consistent with respect to paleo-evolution. Case history examples are given so that some appreciation is available of the vagaries of carbonate understanding in real basins. These two papers are followed by a paper from Sweden showing how one can use physical model behaviours to approach an understanding of structural development of basins and their connection to the asthenosphere and crustal thinning. This paper brings to the fore the salient point that there are many possible ways one can reach a present-day structure, so that one should not be too hasty to accept any one particular model without undertaking a complete investigation of other possible model conditions.
A paper from the USA follows discussing the problems that have to be addressed should one wish to undertake a total basin analysis, including the risking and uncertainty due to incomplete knowledge, and uses the Gulf of Mexico as an archetypical example. Despite there being an enormous amount of information available for parts of the Gulf there is, nevertheless, a lack of knowledge sufficient to thwart attempts to undertake a complete basinal investigation at the present time of writing.
In terms of hydrocarbon maturation, perhaps the greatest unknown is the paleo-heat flux and its evolution with time. A second paper from the USA addresses how one currently goes about trying to at least bracket the possible limits on the heat flux and the consequences for the timing and depth uncertainty of hydrocarbon generation. This problem emphasizes the point that such uncertainty must be allowed for so that one is aware of the range of possible reservoirs that could be hydrocarbon rich.
The last paper in the volume emphasizes the point that in order to determine (or even to limit) behaviours, one must be aware of the limitations of procedures designed to extract parameter values from data and models and one must also be aware of how one uses the ranges of values so obtained to set probabilistic worth for each case of interest. The thrust here is to bring the scientific uncertainty to a point where the integration of both scientific and economic risk can be handled together on an equal footing, with each beholden to the uncertainty of the other; an integrated hydrocarbon exploration strategy, if you will.
